1.Who is Beaufort?
2.What is the name of Victor Frankenstein’s mother?
3.Whom did the Frankensteins adopt from Italy?
4.Who is Ernest?
5.Whose book did kindle the fire in Victor Frankenstein to banish
disease from the human frame?
6.What is the name of the youngest brother of Victor?
7.What is the name of Victor’s father?
8.Where did Victor go at the age of seventeen to complete his study?
9.Who is Justine Moritz?
10.Who is convicted of the murder of Victor’s younger brother,
William?
11.Who is Safie?
12.Which book did Felix follow to instruct Safie?
13.Name the books that the monster studied.
14.Where did Walton write his first letter from?
15.Who is accused of the murder of Henry Clerval?
16.To whom is Victor taken after Henry is murdered?

17.What is the name of the professor at Ingolstadt who first teaches
Victor the methods of modern science?
18.With what is Walton obsessed?
19.What does the monster want Victor to do to heal his loneliness?
20.How does Walton meet Victor?
21.How does Victor’s mother die?
22.How does the monster learn to speak?
23.How did the monster murder his victims?
24.Who was the first victim to fall under the monster's hands?
25.When Victor meets up with his creation in the mountains, how
much time has passed?
26.To which character(s) in Paradise Lost does the monster
compare himself?
27.Why does Victor accompany Henry Clerval on a voyage to
England and Scotland?
28.Which language did the monster learn?
29.Name the native country of the DeLacey family.
30.What does the monster think causes Felix, Agatha, and De Lacey
to be unhappy?

31.After falling asleep and being blown off course on a sail, in which
country did Victor Frankenstein land?
32.To whom does Walton address his letters?
33.Where is Frankensteins’ family home?
34.To whom did Victor Frankenstein tell his entire story?
35.Why are Felix, Agatha, and De Lacey so poor?
36.What did the monster do after Victor’s death?

